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What is the SCIP?

The SCIP is the Benjamin E. Mays IB World School plan for improving students’ experience at school this year. The SCIP focuses on the actions that teachers and other staff take in order to make sure students have success socially and academically.
Four Sections of SCIP

- Reading
- Math
- Culture and Climate / PBIS
- I.B. (Standards-Based Curriculum)
Reading

Teachers work together during planning time and participate in training for reading and writing:

- Support students in reading books on their own
- Teach students reading skills in small groups
Math

Teachers work together during planning time and participate in training for math:

- Teach students strategies for learning math facts
- Make shared plans for teaching math concepts
Culture and Climate / PBIS

Administrators, teachers, and support staff will work together to create a positive school culture:

- Teach students behaviors to do well in school
- Lead students in morning and afternoon circles to build community
I.B.

Teachers will work together during planning time and participate in training for the I.B. Programme:

- Create plans for teaching different school subjects based on a theme
- Share student work with families at I.B. Showcase events
This Fall -- Reading

The Benjamin E. Mays Leadership Team has been working to create a Practice Profile about small group reading instruction. This Profile will guide staff meetings, coaching support from our Literacy Coach, and the work teachers do with students every day.
This Fall -- Math

Teachers have been working with the SPPS Math Department on new ways to review math skills with students and look at their test results to improve teaching.
Question for Discussion

What did you connect with in the School Continuous Improvement Plan?

Was anything missing from the Plan?

Anything you are wondering about?